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Computing has evolved to a new level; unlike past when it was considered only for professionals
and intellects to perform only basic tasks, nowadays, it has gone beyond, encompassing gaming,
entertainment, designing, socializing, and more avenues. Neck-to-neck emulation and the vision to
stay innovative in the dynamic world are fueling the evolution. Sonyâ€™s Vaio series has garnered
much attention when it comes to computing with elegance. A few series hold a single â€œWebâ€• push
button for instant web access without booting the Windows; the VAIO button is to launch built-in
Media Gallery, where you can browse through your audios and videos collection in no time. And in
case of issues, just press â€œAssistâ€• button to launch VAIO Care troubleshooting and maintenance
software to restore its performance.

Despite all, there are times, when you feel crushed with issues. There can be varied issues, related
to Windows startup, display, audio, Internet, networking, performance, security and more which can
be simple or complex in nature. You may contact SonyVaio Support for expertsâ€™ help, who can
remotely diagnose and fix the problem. Letâ€™s focus on sound and audio issue which is quite
intermittent. There can be many reasons behind the issue, but proceeding in a disciplined way can
help you a lot.

Start with the Volume Control Settings; explore it through the volume icon available on the system
tray. It could be mute or far below in decibel. Raise the bar to a comfortable height and try again.
Next, you can check audio volume status in Windows Control Panel and configure the speaker
volume. However, if the problem still persists then it means there could be problems with the audio
driver. The best way to confirm the problem is to check the status of the same under the Device
Manager. In case of corrupted or incompatible driver navigate to the Vaio Recovery Center or Vaio
Update window. The former will restore the driver and audio settings to default factory settings,
while the latter will look for any software patch or update to make the driver functional matching the
operating system. However, the restore utility itself recommends performing Windows Restore at an
early stage. Up to this level you might have fixed the Vaio audio and sound issues. In case, the
problem doesnâ€™t leave you then its best to download a fresh driver from the Sony Support portal. Or
perform the Vaio Recovery using the recovery CD but taking the backup of the system is
mandatory, as the process deletes all system data from the selected hard-drive partition. In case,
the problem is generated with online media contents then there could be other reasons pertaining to
the Internet and browser settings. The system security settings can also inhibit the online files.

The discussed troubleshooting tips are sure to fix the problem from the root. However, if you are not
getting any affirmative result then it becomes essential to contact Sony Help-desk. Besides,
updating audio drivers and configuring the sound settings they can take care of the media streaming
applications such as Windows Media Player and Flash Player, and can check similar problems with
online media files.
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offered at this one platform along with many others.
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